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THE DRAGON ST. GEORGE COULD NOT SLAY:
TUCKER'S PLAN TO END SLAVERY
PAUL FINKELMAN*
In his brilliant and provocative book Justice Accused,' the late
Robert Cover considered the slavery jurisprudence of St. George
Tucker as expressed in the case of Hudgins v. Wrights.2 In that
case, Tucker upheld the freedom of the members of an Indian
family whom Hudgins claimed as slaves.' In the lower court,
Chancellor George Wythe, who had been Tucker's teacher at The
College of William and Mary, declared the Wright family to be
free on two grounds.4 The first ground was racial and quite
matter-of-fact. Wythe found that because the Wrights were
Indians and not blacks, they were "presumptively free."' The
second ground was constitutional and quite radical. Wythe held
that the free and independent clause of the Virginia Declaration
of Rights,6 meant that all slaves in the commonwealth were free.'
On appeal, Tucker, then serving on the Virginia Supreme
Court of Appeals, the commonwealth's highest court, upheld the
* Chapman Distinguished Professor, University of Tulsa College of Law. I thank my
research assistant Carol Pettit for her work on this Article. I also thank Gillian Berchowitz
for her comments on this Article. Work on this Article was completed while I held a fellowship
from the Center for Inquiry, a not-for-profit educational organization based in Amherst, New
York. I thank the Center for its support.
1. ROBERT M. COVER, JUSTICE ACCUSED: ANTISLAVERY AND THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 51-55
(1975).
2. 11 Va. (1 Hen. & M.) 134 (1806).
3. Id. at 140-41.
4. COVER, supra note 1, at 51, 53.
5. Id. at 51.
6.
That all men are by nature equally free and independent, and have certain
inherent rights, of which, when they enter into a state of society, they cannot,
by any compact, deprive or divest their posterity; namely, the enjoyment of life
and liberty, with the means of acquiring and possessing property, and pursuing
and obtaining happiness and safety.
VA. BILL OF RIGHTS § 1 (1776).
7. COVER, supranote 1, at 51.
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lower court's decision that the Wrights were free.8 He agreed
that the Wright family members were Indians, and thus
presumptively free. Because Hudgins could not prove they were
descended from slaves, the presumption was not rebutted and the
Wright family members were free.9 However, Tucker emphatically rejected Wythe's argument that the free and independent
clause of the Virginia Declaration of Rights was meant to end
slavery in the commonwealth.1"
I do not concur with the Chancellor in his reasoning on the
operation of the first clause of the Bill of Rights, which was
notoriously framed with a cautious eye to this subject, and
was meant to embrace the case of free citizens, or aliens only;
1
and not by a side wind to overturn'the rights of property ....
Cover correctly concluded that Tucker's opinion in Hudgins
reflected the actual intent of those who wrote the Virginia Declaration of Rights, as well as Tucker's own sense of legal formalism. 2 Tucker had an opportunity, it seems, to strike a blow
against slavery by interpreting the free and independent clause
more expansively, as had the justices in Massachusetts, who interpreted Massachusetts's free and equal clause to end slavery in
the Bay State. 3
However, Tucker's opinion in Hudgins is more complicated.
The result not only reflected Tucker's formalism and his fidelity
to the intentions of Virginia's framers, but it also reflected his
ambivalence about slavery, his respect for private property, and
his racism. His opinion in Hudgins may have secured freedom for
Virginia's tiny and dwindling population of Indians, but it simultaneously tightened the chains of bondage on the commonwealth's huge black population. In his opinion in Hudgins, Tucker
offered a racialist argument that led to the presumption that all
blacks were slaves, unless they could prove otherwise:
8. Hudgins, 11 Va. (1 Hen. & M.) at 140-41; COVER, supra note 1, at 53.
9. Hudgins, 11 Va. (1 Hen. & M.) at 139; COVER, supra note. 1, at 53.
10. Hudgins, 11 Va. (1 Hen. & M.) at 141; COVER, supra note 1, at 53.
11. Hudgins, 11 Va. (1 Hen. & M.) at 141.
12. COVER, supra note 1, at 55.
13. Commonwealth v. Jennison (1783) (unreported), reprinted in PAUL FINKELMAN, THE
LAW OF FREEDOM AND BONDAGE: A CASEBOOK 36-37 (1986).
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Nature has stampt upon the African and his descendants
two characteristic marks, besides the difference of complexion,
which often remain visible long after the characteristic of
colour either disappears or becomes doubtful; a flat nose and
woolly head of hair. The latter of these characteristics disappears the last of all: and ... predominates uniformly where the
party is in equal degree descended from parents of different
complexions, whether white or Indians; giving to the jet black
lank hair of the Indian a degree of flexure.... Its operation is
still more powerful [in] ... persons descended equally from
European and African parents. So pointed is this distinction
between the natives of Africa and the aborigines of America,
that a man might as easily mistake the glossy, jetty cloathing
of an American bear for the wool of a black sheep, as the hair
of an American Indian for that of an African .... Upon these
distinctions as connected with our laws, the burthen of proof
depends. 4
Tucker then explained the nature and consequences of this
burden of proof:
Suppose three persons, a black or mulatto man or woman
with a flat nose and woolly head; a copper-coloured person
with long jetty black, straight hair; and one with a fair complexion, brown hair, not woolly nor inclining thereto, with a
prominent Roman nose, were brought together before a Judge
upon a writ of Habeas Corpus, on the ground of false imprisonment and detention in slavery: that the only evidence which
the person detaining them in his custody could produce was
an authenticated bill of sale from another person, and that the
parties themselves were unable to produce any evidence concerning themselves .... How must a Judge act in such a case?
... He must discharge the white person and the Indian out of
custody ... [until] the holder ... [proves] them to be lineally
descended in the maternal line from a female African slave;
and he must redeliver the black or mulatto person, with the
flat nose and woolly hair ... unless the black person or mulatto

14. Hudgins, 11 Va. (1 Hen. & M.) at 139-40.
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could ... produce proof of his descent, in the maternal line,
i
from a free female ancestor."
Thus, Tucker set out how race would be the key factor in determining status in Virginia. This was not only a description of how
Virginia operated, it was also a strong reflection of Tucker's views
about race, slavery, and republican values.
What should we make of St. George Tucker's relationship with
slavery? How can we understand what he stood for and what he
accomplished or failed to accomplish? As a law professor, he
taught his students that slavery was at the least a moral wrong
16
and inconsistent with the principles of the American Revolution.
Yet, as a lawyer, Tucker represented the interests of slaveowners by negotiating the purchase and sale of human beings. 7
Moreover, Tucker owned slaves throughout his adult life, acquiring "more than one hundred slaves" when he married Francis
Bland Randolph in 1778.'8 Throughout the rest of his life, he
bought and sold slaves as market conditions and his own finances
dictated.' 9 He stands out among the southern founders for his
1796 pamphlet, A Dissertationon Slavery: With a Proposalfor the
2 °
Gradual Abolition of It, in the State of Virginia.
No other
southerner of his generation offered a concrete proposal for
15. Id. at 140.
16. CHARLES T. CULLEN, ST. GEORGE TUCKER AND LAW IN VIRGINIA, 1772-1804, at 119-20

(1987) (published version of 1971 Ph.D dissertation).
17. See, e.g., Letter from H. Lee to St. George Tucker (Jan. 18, 1796), in VIRGINIA
SILHOUETTES: CONTEMPORARY LETTERS CONCERNING NEGRO SLAVERY IN THE STATE OF

VIRGINIA 5 (Mrs. George P. Coleman ed., 1934) [hereinafter VIRGINIA SILHOUETTES]; Letter
from Day. Anderson to St. George Tucker (Mar. 23, 1801), in VIRGINIA SILHOUETTES, supra,
at 6.

18. Phillip Hamilton, Revolutionary Principles and Family Loyalties: Slavery's
Transformation in the St. George Tucker Household of Early National Virginia, 55 WM. &
MARY Q. 531, 533 (1998).
19. Id. at 537-41.
20. ST. GEORGE TUCKER, A DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY: WITH A PROPOSAL FOR THE
GRADUAL ABOLITION OF IT, IN THE STATE OF VIRGINIA (Negro Univs. Press 1970) (1796)
[hereinafter TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY]. Tucker's Dissertationon Slavery was first

published in 1796 by Mathew Carey. Id. Tucker then reprinted it in an appendix in his five
volume edition of Blackstone's Commentaries.St. George Tucker, On the State of Slavery in
Virginia, in 2 ST. GEORGE TUCKER, BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES: WITH NOTES OF
REFERENCE, TO THE CONSTITUTION AND LAWS, OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES; AND OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ed. app. at 31-89 (St. George Tucker ed.,

Lawbook Exch. 1996) (1803) [hereinafter Tucker, State of Slavery].
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ending slavery. However, a decade after writing this pamphlet,
Tucker avoided a chance to strike a blow against slavery while
on the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals. In Hudgins, he
overturned a decision by his mentor, George Wythe, that struck a
direct blow to slavery.21 Moreover, Tucker's opinion in Hudgins
provided the legal basis for presuming that all blacks in Virginia
were slaves, even though the free black population was the fastest growing segment of the commonwealth's population at the
time.2 2
After Hudgins, Tucker seemed to come to terms with slavery,
embracing it and encouraging his children to do so. His correspondence with his family members concerned slave purchase,
slave management, the health of their slaves, the economic value
of slaves, and, as his son put it in one letter, even the fundamental humanity shared by "It]he American and African-nay the
man and the brute! '2 But Tucker did not discuss the fundamental moral problem of owning slaves or the inconsistency of slavery
in a Republican society. In the end, Tucker's legacy would not be
one of antislavery. After writing his Dissertation on Slavery,
which urged Virginia to adopt a gradual emancipation scheme,
Tucker turned his back on such reformist projects. He expressed
doubts about individual emancipation, especially if tied to the
death of the slave's master.24 He seems to have favored a humane
bondage, helping some families stay together 25 and even interceding to prevent the execution of a slave charged with insurrection.26 But, Tucker also hired someone else "to flog" a runaway
slave who belonged to one of his clients.27 Moreover, for a number
21. See supra notes 3-4, 10 and accompanying text.
22. PAUL FINKELMAN, SLAVERY AND THE FOUNDERS: RACE AND LIBERTY IN THE AGE OF
JEFFERSON 136 (2d ed. 2001); see supra text accompanying notes 14-15.
23. Letter from Henry St. George Tucker to St. George Tucker (Feb. 17, 1804), in VIRGINIA
SILHOUETTES, supra note 17, at 9-10.

24. Letter from St. George Tucker to Leilia Tucker (Jan. 19, 1813), in VIRGINIA
SILHOUETTES, supra note 17, at 19-20.

25. See Letter from [Servant] Phillis to St. George and Leilia Tucker (n.d.), in VIRGINIA
SILHOUETTES, supra note 17, at 28; Letter from [Servant] Jno. C. Jones to St. George Tucker
(Nov. 23, 1824), in VIRGINIA SILHOUETTES, supra note 17, at 29.
26. Letter from W. Wardlaw to St. George Tucker (Apr. 13, 1813), in VIRGINIA
SILHOUETES, supra note 17, at 21-22.

27. Letter from John Richerson to St. George Tucker (Feb. 22, 1818), in VIRGINIA
SILHOUETTES, supra note 17, at 22-23.
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of years, Tucker employed a "cruel overseer" at one of his plantations, because "this brutish man ...
kept tobacco, corn and wheat
flowing to market."2" Both of Tucker's sons, Henry St. George and
Beverley, became defenders of the system of slavery, although in
different ways."
I. TUCKER'S EARLY LIFE AND HIS CONNECTION TO SLAVERY

St. George Tucker grew up in the slave culture of Bermuda.3"
His father, Henry Tucker, was a successful merchant,3 whose
holdings included land and slaves. St. George was comfortable
with slaves and slavery; it was part of his life on an island where
half the population was enslaved. 2 In this respect, Tucker's youth
resembled the experiences of the Virginians, like Thomas Jefferson, with whom he would later associate. In 1772, Tucker was
once again immersed in a culture of slavery when he migrated to
the Virginia colony to attend The College of William and Mary at
age nineteen.3 3 At William and Mary, Tucker studied law under
George Wythe, 3' the first true professor of law in America and
the teacher of Thomas Jefferson a decade earlier. Wythe has
sometimes been seen as "very nearly a surrogate father" to
Jefferson.35 Wythe's relationship with Tucker, however, was less
intense, perhaps because Tucker was less emotionally needy.
Nevertheless, Wythe was Tucker's teacher, mentor, and close
friend. This relationship is important for understanding Tucker's
views on slavery because Wythe took a strong stand against slavery, emancipating his own slaves and bravely attempting to
strike down slavery by judicial fiat.36 Tucker had the opportunity
to follow his mentor's lead, but never did so.

28. Hamilton, supra note 18, at 544.
29. Id. at 553-55.
30. CULLEN, supra note 16, at 3-4.
31. Id. at 5.
32. Id. at 3-4.
33. See id. at 9.
34. Id. at 9-10.
35. Robert Kirtland, Wythe, George, in 24 AMERICAN NATIONAL BIoGRAPHY 93 (John AGarraty & Mark C. Carnes eds., 1999).
36. COvER, supra note 1, at 52-53.
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After studying at William and Mary, Tucker was admitted to
the Virginia Bar in 1774 and then returned to Bermuda." By
this time, however, he was a committed patriot and returned to
Virginia in 1777 as a trader who brought much needed gunpowder and salt from his native Bermuda for the patriot cause in his
adopted homeland. 8 Tucker later joined the militia, earning the
rank of lieutenant colonel and seeing action at Guilford Courthouse, where he was wounded. 9 In 1782, as the war wound down,
Tucker returned to practicing law40 and argued for the concept of

judicial review in what amounted to an amicus curiae brief in
Commonwealth v. Caton.41 Tucker rose rapidly in the legal and
political world of postwar Virginia, arguing cases before the commonwealth's highest courts, publishing political tracts,42 and
serving as a delegate to the failed Annapolis Convention.4 3 He
initially opposed the Constitution, but by 1788, he was a strong
supporter of the new system of government."
Tucker's switch from opposing the Constitution to supporting it
suggests the strength of his character at that time in his career.
Charles T. Cullen argues that Tucker became a Federalist
because "[t]he [Virginia] Assembly had created a new court during its winter term and he was being mentioned as a possible
judge. The Virginia judiciary was predominately federalist,
composed of men like George Wythe, Edmund Pendleton, John
Blair, Paul Carrington, Richard Cary, and John Tyler."4" This
analysis, however, is not persuasive, because the legislature
and the governor, not the judges, were to fill the positions on
the new court. Patrick Henry, Virginia's leading Anti-Federalist,
controlled the legislature at the time. After the Constitution was
ratified, Henry used his significant political clout to deprive
37. CULLEN, supranote 16, at 11-14.
38. Id. at 19-21.

39. Id. at 22.
40. Id. at 24.
41. 8 Va. (4 Call) 5, 21 (1782); see CULLEN, supranote 16, at 36 (discussing Tucker's brief).
42. See, e.g., ST. GEORGE TUCKER, REFLECTIONS ON THE POLICY AND NECESSITY OF
ENCOURAGING THE COMMERCE OF THE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AND OF

GRANTING THEM EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGES OF TRADE (New York, Loudon reprint 1786) (1785).
43. CULLEN, supranote 16, at 50.
44. Id. at 60.
45. Id. at 60-61.
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James Madison of a U.S. Senate seat, forcing Madison to campaign hard for a seat in the House of Representatives. Had
Tucker been solely interested in getting on the new court, he
would not have so quickly risked Henry's anger by changing his
position to support the Constitution. But, at this early stage in
his career, the idealistic Tucker seemed to put principle ahead of
political expediency. Once an opponent of the Constitution, after
1788, he recognized its virtues, changed his mind, and became an
open supporter.
In 1788, the Virginia General Assembly chose Tucker for the
newly reorganized General Court,4 and two years later, while
remaining on the bench, he succeeded his mentor, George Wythe,
as Professor of Law and Police at William and Mary. 4v He remained at William and Mary until 1804, when, in the span of two
months, he was promoted to a seat on the Virginia Supreme
Court of Appeals, the Commonwealth's highest court, 4 and
left teaching after disagreements with the College's Board of
Visitors.4 9

When Tucker was on the bench and teaching, he wrote his two
most significant works-his Dissertationon Slavery and his fivevolume edition of Blackstone's Commentaries, known as Tucker's
Blackstone. In addition, of course, he lectured about law, sometimes speaking about slavery. Two years after leaving William
and Mary, he wrote the decision in Hudgins v. Wrights.5 °
II. A DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY

Like many elite Virginians of the immediate post-Revolutionary Era, Tucker understood that slavery was a danger to society
and incompatible with republican institutions. Thus, he rhetorically told his students that it was "hard to determine" just "[h]ow
46. Charles T. Cullen, St. George Tucker, in LEGAL EDUCATION IN VIRGINIA 1779-1979: A
BIOGRAPHICAL APPROACH 659 (William Hamilton Bryson ed., 1982).
47. CULLEN, supra note 16, at 116-17; Christopher L. Doyle, Lord, Master, and Patriot:
St. George Tucker and Patriarchy in Republican Virginia, 1772-1851, at 13 (1996)
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Connecticut), microformed on UMI No.
9634532 (Univ. Microforms Intl).
48. DOYLE, supra note 47, at 13.
49. CULLEN, supra note 16, at 140-41.
50. 11 Va. (1 Hen. & M.) 134 (1806).
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[was]

...

reconcileable to the principles of our government."5 1 But, in what
Tucker characterized as "this enlightened age when philanthropy
has diffused itself through almost every civilized nation," and in
a "country where the blessings of liberty have been so lately
purchased at the expense of our best blood," it was certainly reasonable to "enquire whether there is a due consistency between
our avowed principles and our practice. 52
In this respect, Tucker was much like other Virginians who
were troubled by the inconsistency of proclaiming liberty and
owning slaves. Such Virginians responded to these dilemmas in
different ways. George Washington prepared his own slaves for
freedom and emphatically required that his executors emancipate
them.5" The Quaker Robert Pleasants freed his own slaves and
litigated relentlessly to enforce the emancipatory provisions contained in the wills of his father and brother.54 Similarly, Edward
Coles took his slaves to Illinois to emancipate them.55 On the
other hand, Thomas Jefferson spent a lifetime worrying about the
threat that slavery posed to white society, and while occasionally
denouncing
the system in private, Jefferson never took any action
56
to end it.

Tucker, however, had a different approach. He did not focus on
his own personal involvement with slavery.5 7 Nor did he agonize
about slavery or become paralyzed by the enormity of the problem
as his friend Jefferson did. In 1797, a year after Tucker circulated
his Dissertation on Slavery, Jefferson bemoaned to Tucker "we
shall be the murderers of our own children."58 Jefferson feared
that a conflagration similar to the one that occurred in Haiti
awaited Virginians, and "only a single spark [was] wanting." 9
51. St. George Tucker, Introductory Lecture, quoted in CULLEN, supranote 16, at 119-20.
52. Id. at 120.
53. HENRY WIENCEK, AN IMPERFECT GOD: GEORGE WASHINGTON, HIS SLAVES, AND THE
CREATION OF AMERICA 354-55 (2003).

54. See Pleasants v. Pleasants, 6 Va. (2 Call) 319 (1799).
55. FINKELMAN, supranote 22, at 189.
56. Id. at 196.
57. For an excellent discussion of Tucker's personal involvement with slavery, see
Hamilton, supranote 18, at 531-56.
58. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to St. George Tucker (Aug. 28, 1797), in 29 THE PAPERS
OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 519 (Barbara B. Oberg ed., 2002).
59. Id.
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Instead of allowing his fears of race-assuming he had them as
Jefferson did-to paralyze him, Tucker focused on the activist's
public policy question: how do we end this system? Tucker framed
the question with the mind of a practical lawyer: how do we end
this system safely and with as little social dislocation as possible?
As a professor, he also asked the scholar's question: how have
other societies and other states in the new Union eliminated the
problem?
III. TUCKER'S DISSERTATION AND THE NEED TO END SLAVERY IN
VIRGINIA

Tucker's Dissertation on Slavery was a remarkable document.
He addressed the Dissertation "To The General Assembly of
Virginia," urging the legislators to implement his plans for "the
gradualabolition of Slavery in this commonwealth."' In addition
to his plan for ending slavery, the Dissertationcontained a short
history of slavery, a summary of Virginia's legislation on slavery,
and numerous philosophical attacks on the morality and policy of
slaveholding."1 The Dissertation'stitle page set the tone, with an
epigram from Montesquieu: "Slavery not only violates the Laws of
Nature, and of civil Society, it also wounds the best Forms of
Government: in a Democracy, where all Men are equal, Slavery is
contrary to the Spirit of the Constitution."6 2 Although criticizing
slavery, Tucker was careful to praise Virginia's humanitarian
reforms of the system. His goal, after all, was not to attack his
adopted state or anger the commonwealth's leaders; rather, his
goal was to persuade the legislature to take a radical step toward
freedom. Thus, Tucker's summary of Virginia's laws paints a far
rosier picture than the commonwealth's legislation actually merits.6" His analysis of Virginia's slave code seemed designed to
flatter the legislature to gain support for his plan. At one point,
Tucker concludes that "a citizen of Virginia will feel some satis60. TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supra note 20, at 3. This dedication does not
appear in the version reprinted in Tucker's edition of Blackstone's Commentaries. See Tucker,
State of Slavery, supra note 20, ed. app. at 31-89.
61. See generally TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supra note 20.
62. Id. at 1.
63. See id. at 45.
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faction at reading so clear a vindication of his country, from the
opprobrium, but too lavishly bestowed upon her of fostering slavery in her bosom, whilst she boasts a sacred regard to the liberty
of her citizens, and of mankind in general.""
The Dissertation combines scholarship, learning, legal theory,
and social activism. By the early 1790s, Tucker was convinced
that slavery threatened Virginia's republican values. He noted
that Virginia had only recently escaped from "politicalslavery,"
implying that his fellow citizens were inconsistent in implementing their political values.' He wondered if slavery could exist in
"a nation ardent in the cause of liberty, and enjoying its blessings
in the fullest extent," and how a state could "continue to vindicate
a right" to hold others in slavery" when the people of that state
proclaimed in their Declaration of Rights "[t]hat all men are by
nature equally free and independent.""7 In addition to establishing
the political illegitimacy of slavery, Tucker also argued that "reason, justice, and (may I not add) religion, condemn the practice of
slavery. '' "e
Under these circumstances, Tucker set out to create a plan
for ending slavery in Virginia. Scholarly and methodical, the law
professor in Tucker decided to research how other states
abolished the system. He wrote to a number of scholars, lawyers,
and jurists in the northern states, asking them for information
about how they ended, or were ending, slavery. Reverend
Jeremy Belknap, a historian and minister at the Federal Street
69
Church in Boston, provided the most extensive answers.
Belknap gave Tucker a detailed history of how slavery ended in
Massachusetts. 0 Tucker also heard back from Zephaniah Swift, a
Federalist congressman from Connecticut and staunch opponent

64. Id. at 46.
65. Id. at 15.
66. Id. at 25-28.
67. Id. at 28 (quoting VA. BILL OF RIGHTS § 1 (1776)).
68. Id. at 28-29 (footnote omitted).
69. Queries Respecting the Slavery and Emancipation of Negroes in Massachusetts,
Proposed by the Hon. Judge Tucker of Virginia, and answered by the Rev. Dr. Belknap, in
COLLECTIONS OFTHEMASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY PORTHEYEAR M,DCC,XCV, at 191-

211 (Boston, Hall 1795).
70. Id.
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of slavery.7 1 From these men, Tucker learned about the process of
gradual emancipation in New England and Pennsylvania.
Tucker also did extensive research into the history of slavery in
Virginia, especially the law of slavery. Indeed, his Dissertation
on Slavery may be the first history of the origins and development
of slavery in British North America. His work was not always
accurate though: he misdated the arrival of blacks in Virginia
and incorrectly claimed that Benjamin Franklin authored
Pennsylvania's Gradual Abolition Act of 1780. But, these are minor flaws. His summary of Virginia's slavery statutes was quite
admirable, especially given the lack of a unified or comprehensive
collection of the commonwealth's statutes.72
The process of researching and writing a history of slavery in
Virginia and compiling a coherent list of Virginia's slave laws was
arduous, but the main task before Tucker was much more difficult: how could he convince the Virginia legislature that it should
end slavery and that doing so would not be dangerous to the commonwealth or destroy its economy?
Tucker spent some energy offering praise to Virginia for its
humanitarian approach to slavery.7 3 Whether Tucker actually
believed these arguments, or simply made them in hopes of gaining legislative support for his proposal, is hard to know. Tucker
argued that slave trials were perhaps fairer than the trials of free
people.7 4 His strongest argument centered on representation. A
slave was guaranteed an attorney hired by his master, but a free
adult, white or black, was not guaranteed an attorney if he or she
could not afford one.75
71. Christopher Anglim, Swift, Zephaniah,in AMERICANNATIONALBIOGRAPHY, supra note
35, at 212-13.
72. The first comprehensive collection of'Virginia's laws, William Waler Hening's thirteen
volume set, would not appear until 1822. THE STATUTES AT LARGE; BEING A COLLECTION OF
ALL THE LAWS OF VIRGINIA FROM THE FIRST SESSION OF THE LEGISLATURE, IN THE YEAR 1619

(William Waller Hening ed., photo reprint 1969 (1822)).
73. See supranotes 63-64 and accompanying text.
74. See infra text accompanying notes 78-79.
75. TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supra note 20, at 58. Understanding that the
reasons for such a rule were not entirely benevolent is important. If a free adult could not
afford to hire an attorney, he could always act as his own counsel, or perhaps have a friend
or relative defend him. In the crude courts of frontier America, both sides in a lawsuit might
have to act pro se because often there were no lawyers, and judges were not always trained
in the law. But, it was impossible to imagine a slave representing him or herself in court. This
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More problematic was Tucker's praise for the mode of trial.
Slaves were denied a jury trial, and instead, they were tried by a
special panel of five judges, who Tucker argued were fairer than
the common citizens who served on juries."v Tucker thought this
system was especially good given the quality of "the ordinary
run of juries in the county-courts."77 This might have been true,
although the issue continues to bedevil legal theorists to this day.
Whatever the general balance of jury trials versus bench trials,
slavery surely complicated things. Judges were more likely to be
slaveowners than the average juror, but whether that made them
fairer or more humane is debatable.
Tucker also praised the system because if the judges were not
unanimous, the slave was acquitted. "A single voice in favour of
the accused, is an acquittal; for unanimity is not necessary, as
with a jury, to acquit, as well as to condemn .78
Tucker also
claimed that these trials were superior to normal jury trials because the special judges did not retire to consider the case, but
rather had to vote immediately after the trial. This, he believed,
prevented the problem of impatient jurors voting to convict, or
acquit, just to be relieved of their duties. Expressing his disdain
for jury trials, he asserted that wrong verdicts resulted because
"as may too often happen among jurors, whose deliberations are
in private, and whose impatience of confinement may go further
than real conviction, to produce the requisite unanimity."7 9
This analysis, of course, is deeply flawed. If Tucker was correct
that the lack of unanimity helped the slave, then no need existed
to deny the judges the opportunity to discuss the case in their
chambers, as jurors would in a jury room. Frank appraisals of the
evidence might lead to acquittals, as well as convictions. Indeed,
because a single vote to acquit would free the prisoner and return

would have led to a slave cross-examining a white person, and in many other ways acting like
a white person and a free person. Such a situation would have undermined the system of
slavery and Virginia's unwritten racial code. The integrity of the legal system required that
every defendant have a right to a defense, however. Thus, slave defendants were guaranteed
appointed counsel while free adults were not.
76. Id. at 59.
77. Id. at 60.
78. Id. at 59-60.
79. Id. at 60.
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him to slavery,' some judges may have been reluctant, on their
own, to cast a vote in the defendant's favor. 8' Social pressure
might have led judges to vote for a conviction because they had to
act immediately and publicly. In a private conference, with a
chance to deliberate and discuss the evidence, judges might have
more willingly voted to acquit. Indeed, in close cases, a private
conference might have led the judges to agree unanimously on an
acquittal because, by deliberating, they might better understand
the weakness of the case against the defendant. At best, Tucker's
arguments could not be proven, and a strong possibility exists
that he was wrong on this issue.
Whether Tucker actually believed these arguments is probably
beside the point. Tucker apparently wanted to praise the Virginia
legislature, hoping that the lawmakers would listen to his arguments. Praise alone was not enough, however. After all, if the
Virginia system of slavery was truly praiseworthy, then why was
abolition necessary?
Thus, Tucker turned to slavery's dangers. He noted the
harshness of the laws; the many crimes that might lead to the
execution of slaves, but not free people; and the harshness of the
penalties, such as executions or severe whippings.8 2 This led
Tucker to the frank conclusion that from a full analysis of
Virginia's slave laws, "we are unavoidably led to remark, how
frequently the laws of nature have been set aside in favour of
institutions, the pure result of prejudice, usurpation, and
tyranny."' He condemned this harsh jurisprudence, echoing
Thomas Jefferson's observations'
that slavery undermined
republican institutions.SS Even in making this point, Tucker was
mild and used it to praise Virginia.s He argued that "these
rigours do not proceed from a sanguinary temper in the people of
Virginia," but were a result of "those political considerations
80. Id. at 59.
81. Id. at 60.
82. Id. at 60-63.
83. Id. at 64.
84. See FINKELMAN, supra note 22, at 179-81 (discussing Jefferson's fears that the slaves
would revolt or that God would enact vengeance on their masters).
85. TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supranote 20, at 66,77 n.v (echoing Jefferson and
quoting THOMAS JEFFERSON, NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA (1787)).
86. Id. at 65-66.
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indispensably necessary, where slavery prevails to any great
extent.""7 In fact, he concluded that even with the political need to
suppress slaves, Virginia's laws were "not only less rigorous than
formerly, but perhaps milder than in any other country where
there are so many slaves."'
Although Virginians were somewhat able to overcome the deleterious effects of slavery, they could never hope to maintain their
republican institutions and their liberal state while continuing to
depend on slavery forever. Reflecting Jefferson's initial draft of
the Declaration of Independence, in which he tried to blame
the British Crown for the African slave trade, 9 Tucker argued
that abolishing slavery was impossible before the American
Revolution because "no exertion to abolish, or even to check the
progress of, slavery, in Virginia, could have received the smallest
countenance from the crown, without whose assent the united
wishes and exertions of every individual here, would have been
wholly fruitless and ineffectual."'
Tucker was probably correct that the Crown would have limited or prevented any attempts at abolition. But there is no
reason to believe that the Crown would have prevented laws
allowing individual manumission, which the colonial legislature
never considered. The Crown would probably also have allowed
more humane treatment of slaves, which again was not on the
agenda of pre-Revolutionary Virginians.
Even if the Crown had allowed abolition, Virginians would
likely not have been interested in ending slavery. Before the
American Revolution, Virginians tried to limit the African slave
trade, but this was based on economic interests and the fear
of slave revolts, not a function of any antislavery ideology.9
87. Id. at 65.
88. Id. (footnote omitted).
89. THOMAS JEFFERSON, AUTOBIOGRAPHY (1821), reprinted in THE LIFE AND SELECTED
WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 3, 25-26 (Adrienne Koch & William Peden eds., 1944)
(reprinting Thomas Jefferson's autobiography, which contains his draft of the Declaration of
Independence); see also FINKELMAN, supra note 22, at 139-41 (discussing Jefferson's draft of
the declaration).
90. TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supra note 20, at 66.
91. In 1767, the Virginia House of Burgesses passed a law doubling the duty on imported
slaves in an attempt to discourage importation, but the Crown repealed the law. WOODY
HOLTON, FORCED FOUNDERS: INDIANS, DEBTORS, SLAVES, AND THE MAKING OF THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION 90 (1999). On April 1, 1772, the Virginia House of Burgesses petitioned King
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The truth of Tucker's argument, which accurately analyzed
Virginians' sentiments about slavery before the Revolution, was
not really central to his project. His goal was to convince the
legislature that emancipation was a legitimate goal of the
Revolution and that acting on his plan was consistent with the
spirit of the age. He told the legislature that the "obstacles" were
now "happily removed" by the American Revolution's success, and
the legislature could now turn to the problem of slavery.92 Tucker
noted that "considerations of policy, as well as justice and humanity, must evince the necessity of eradicating the evil, before it
becomes impossible
to do it, without tearing up the roots of civil
93
society with it.

IV. THE DISSERTATION AND THE PROBLEM OF HOW TO END
SLAVERY

Convincing the legislature that slavery was a danger to
Virginia's welfare was only part of Tucker's project. He also had
to convince the legislature that ending slavery was feasible.
Three interrelated and complex components to this issue existed:
the cost of emancipation, the status of blacks after emancipation,
and the source of labor for Virginia once slavery was abolished.
Most obviously, an economic issue existed. In effect, emancipation would take huge amounts of wealth away from the commonwealth's elite-the very men who served in the commonwealth's
legislature.94 Emancipation would also affect the wealth of the
commonwealth itself. Although taking wealth from slaveowners
George III of England to end the importation of slaves into the colony, believing that this was
necessary for "averting a Calamity of a most alarming Nature." See JOURNALS OF THE HOUSE
OF BURGESSES OF VIRGINIA 1770-1772, at 283-86 (John Pendleton Kennedy ed., 1906)
(reprinting the petition); see also TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supranote 20, at 42 n.p

(quoting the petition). Furthermore, Tucker noted in the Dissertationthat
[i]n 1772, all these duties were further continued for the term of five years from
the expiration of the acts then in force: the assembly at the same time petitioned
the throne, to remove all those restraintswhich inhibitedhis majesty's governors
assenting to such laws as might check so very perniciousa commerce, as that of
slavery.
Id. at 42-43 (footnote omitted).
92. TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supranote 20, at 66-67.

93. Id. at 66.
94. Id. at 79.
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in the form of slaves, emancipation did not give the wealth to
someone else,
because once free, blacks would no longer be
"property.""5 Thus, emancipation would also involve eliminating a
sizeable amount of taxable wealth and capital in the society.
Slaves were valuable property, who could be bought, sold, used as
collateral, and seized for the nonpayment of debts.' Freeing them
would eliminate this wealth.
Once slaves were free, their presence in the commonwealth
would threaten the racial hegemony of whites and, from a white
perspective, the personal security of what had been the master
class. In short, emancipation would threaten society in Virginia.
What would Virginia do with hundreds of thousands of free
blacks? How could they be controlled? Would they demand equal
rights? Might they want to intermarry with whites? Would the
former slaves turn on their former owners? Would they demand
social equality? Tucker needed to provide a mechanism that
would allow Virginia to end slavery while preventing the former
slaves from becoming "a numerous, starving, and enraged
banditti, upon the innocent descendants of their former oppressors."97 These questions swirled around the emancipation issue.
Equally important to Virginians was the fear that freed blacks
would not work, or at least would no longer work in the commonwealth's tobacco, wheat, and corn fields.98 Slaves were the
commonwealth's labor force. Without labor, the land of the
Virginia elite would be worthless and useless.99 Accordingly, any
emancipation plan had to include some program for guaranteeing
that former slaves would continue to provide labor for Virginia.
Tucker fully understood that the economic implications of
ending slavery could threaten any emancipation scheme. He
compared the "justice" of "the emancipation of the slave[s]" to
the property claims of the owner or the creditor. 1" Tucker
believed that taking property from masters to free slaves would

95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

Id.
Id.
Id. at 88.
Id. at 78.
Id.
Id. at 79.
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clearly be unjust. 1 ' Thus, Virginia could not follow the route
10 2
of Massachusetts, which had ended slavery in its constitution.
Virginia had to take a different route.
One possible route would have been to purchase slaves and
then free them, but a "just compensation" scheme would clearly
have bankrupted the commonwealth. 03 Moreover, the great
wealth in the commonwealth came from slaves, slave-produced
crops, and slaveowners.' ° Thus, it would be impossible for
Virginia to compensate its master class upon freeing the slaves.
Tucker's plan was to end slavery gradually. Through a system
of freeing the children of slaves, Tucker boldly told the legislature that "the abolition of slavery may be effected without the
emancipation of a single slave; without depriving any man of the
property which he possesses, and without defrauding a creditor
who has trusted him on the faith of that property." °5 Tucker
noted that Pennsylvania and other states had used this method
successfully to end slavery."°
Tucker realized that some masters would argue that even this
form of emancipation would constitute a "taking" of their property
for the benefit of someone else. 10 7 Tucker dismissed this argument. He argued that no one could "possess a property in an
unborn child"'"° and that the distinction was between "taking
away that which [the master class] now possess[es]" and "allowing
to unborn generations the absolute and unalienable rights of
human nature."0 9 For Tucker, ownership of a slave could only
begin at birth."' A master had no property interest in the unborn
children of slave women, and thus, "no man can in reality be

101. Id.
102. Id. at 78; see also supra notes 69-70 and accompanying text (discussing how
Massachusetts ended slavery).
103. See TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supra note 20, at 79 (indicating that
taxpayers would be unwilling to pay "just compensation").
104. See id. at 78 (indicating that there were four slaves to every white man involved in
agricultural labor).
105. Id. at 80.
106. Id. at 80-81.
107. Id. at 94.
108. Id. at 95.
109. Id.
110. Id.
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deprived of what he doth not possess.""' When born and actually
alive, these children could be born free, which would not take
anything from the masters because before a child's birth, the
masters did not own anything." 2 For Tucker, property in slaves
and the right to freedom for the children of slave women began at
birth. 1 3 Thus, he argued that gradually abolishing slavery would
not take property from anyone." 4
Virginia might have followed the lead of Pennsylvania, which
set out a gradual emancipation scheme in 1780."11 Under this
scheme, the children of all slaves born in the state after March 1,
1780, were free but subject to an indenture."' Connecticut and
Rhode Island adopted similar laws in 1784.1 7 These statutes led
to a relatively rapid end to slavery in the North and a concomitant growth in the free black population. Tucker, however, could
not see such a system working in Virginia because it would end
slavery too quickly. He believed that speedy emancipation would
not be possible because of his fears about free blacks, his belief
that free blacks could not function in a free society, his understanding of Virginia's huge economic investment in slaves, and
his belief that slave labor, or some kind of forced labor, was necessary for the survival of Virginia's economy, at least for many
years to come. Accordingly, he favored an even more gradual
emancipation
than that in Pennsylvania or other northern
8
states."

Tucker acknowledged that the "extirpation of slavery from the
United States" was "arduous and momentous."" 9 He immediately
ruled out "a general and simultaneous emancipation," in part
because those "oppressed individuals, who have groaned under
the yoke of bondage," were "unfit ...for freedom," while the "ha111. Id.
112. Id.

113. Id.
114. Id.
115. ARTHUR ZILVERSMIT, THE FIRST EMANCIPATION: THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY IN THE
NORTH 130-31 (1967).

116. Id. at 127.
117. New York and New Jersey followed in 1799 and 1804 respectively. See PAUL
FINKELMAN, AN IMPERFECT UNION: SLAVERY, FEDERALISM, AND COMITY 42-45, 72, 76 (1981);
ZILVERSMIT, supranote 115, at 120-23, 180-81, 192-93.
118. TUCKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supra note 20, at 78-81.
119. Id. at 74.
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bitual arrogance and assumption of superiority" among the mas12 This last
ter class made the whites unfit to accept "equality."
point was a remarkable insight, illustrating Tucker's wisdom and
self-awareness of the enormity of the problem of slavery.
Tucker also considered what to do with the former slaves once
freed. He rejected expulsion, arguing that this would "devote
them only to a lingering death by famine, by disease, and other
accumulated miseries."12 ' Colonization in Africa simply would not
work because of the cost and lack of ships.'2 2 Two decades before
the American Colonization Society would attempt to remove
blacks to Africa, Tucker understood that such a task was impossible. "23
' He also condemned it as "utmost cruelty to the colonists,
themselves, and the destruction of their whole race." '24 Sending
blacks to the western United States, which at the time extended
only to the Mississippi River, was equally implausible. Tucker
feared that either the Indians would kill the former slaves, or
worse yet, "by incorporating with them," the former slaves would
"become a formidable accession of strength to those hostile savages."'25 Sending them west was also impossible because "the
expence of transporting them thither, and supporting them, at
least for the first and second year [would be] far beyond the revenues and abilities of the state."" 6
Even if a place existed to send the former slaves, and it were
economically possible to do so, Tucker did not think that it could
be done. He argued that if former slaves were colonized elsewhere
they would be unable to govern themselves.'2 7
These people, accustomed to be ruled with a rod of iron, will
not easily submit to milder restraints. They would become
hordes of vagabonds, robbers and murderers. Without the aids
120. Id. at 74-75. Tucker quoted Jefferson's famous assertion that "[t]he man must be a
prodigy who can retain his manners and morals undepraved by [the] circumstances [of being
a slaveowner]." Id. at 75-76 n.v (citing THOMAS JEFFERSON, NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA
(1787)).
121. Id. at 76-77.
122. Id. at 82-83.
123. See id.
124. Id. at 82.
125. Id. at 83.
126. Id.
127. Id. at 86.
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of an enlightened policy, morality, or religion, what else could
be expected
from their still savage state, and debased condi12
tion? 1
This would then put a dangerous class of former slaves on the
country's western edge, which would threaten the security of settlers in Kentucky, Tennessee, and the Ohio Valley. For all these
reasons, expulsion or colonization was not feasible.
Keeping recently freed slaves in the commonwealth also posed
problems. Tucker rhetorically asked "why not retain and 'incorporate the blacks into the state?" 129 Here again, he quoted at length
from Jefferson's Notes on the State of Virginia,in which Jefferson
had written that blacks and whites could not live together in harmony because
"[d]eep-rooted prejudices entertained by the whites; ten thousand recollections by the blacks, of the injuries they have sustained; new provocations; the real distinctions which nature
has made; and many other circumstances will divide us into
parties and produce convulsions, which will probably never
end but in the extermination of one or the other race."" 3
Tucker predicted that "[t]o retain them among us, would be nothing more than to throw so many of the human race upon the
earth without the means of subsistence: they would soon become
idle, profligate, and miserable."''
Indeed, if free in Virginia,
blacks would have to be ruled with "a rod of iron," or they would
probably "become hordes of vagabonds, robbers, and murderers.'' 2 Tucker had watched the rising toll of death and
destruction in Haiti, and he argued that this proved the dangers
of immediate emancipation. 3 He did not, of course, note the important differences between Virginia and Haiti, especially the fact
that freedom on the French island had come through revolution
and violence, whereas, under Tucker's plan, the master class
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.

Id. at 84.
Id.
Id. at 84 n.a (quoting THOMAS JEFFERSON, NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA (1787)).
Id. at 77.
Id. at 84.
Id. at 86.
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would have given freedom to the slaves. Nevertheless, Tucker
predicted that if the slaves were freed immediately and let loose
in Virginia society, "they would become the caterpillars of the
earth, and the tigers of the human race."13 4 He also predicted an
economic disaster from instant freedom, including "an immediate
general famine" because, he presumed, the former slaves would
not work.3 5
It is odd that Tucker quoted Jefferson so extensively and with
such praise throughout the Dissertation. When answering his
own question: "But why not retain and 'incorporate the blacks
into the state?" Tucker declared that "[tlhis question has been
well answered by Mr. Jefferson." 3 " Jefferson had declared that
blacks and whites could never live in harmony unless the blacks
were held as slaves.' If Tucker really believed that Jefferson's
views were correct-that whites and free blacks could never live
together in harmony-then his proposal for emancipation made
no sense, unless it led to expatriation. As Tucker argued, however, expatriation was too expensive, infeasible, inhumane, and
perhaps even dangerous to society.
Despite his lack of a clear solution to the problem of what to do
with free blacks, Tucker nevertheless knew that emancipation
was essential to Virginia's future welfare, although he also knew
that integrating former slaves into society would be almost impossible.
We must therefore endeavour to find some middle course, between the tyrannical and iniquitous policy which holds so
many human creatures in a state of grievous bondage, and
that which would turn loose a numerous, starving, and enraged banditti, upon the innocent descendants of their former
oppressors. Nature, time, and sound policy must co-operate
with each other to produce such a change: if either be neglected, the work will be incomplete, dangerous, and not improbably destructive." s

134.
135.
136.
137.
138.

Id. at 77.
Id. at 78.
Id. at 84.
See supra text accompanying note 130.
TucKER, DISSERTATION ON SLAVERY, supra note 20, at 88.
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Such a middle ground would allow Virginia to overcome the
"almost ...
unsurmountable obstacles" that made emancipation so
39
difficult.' Of course, the result would be worth the struggle.
Tucker reminded the legislature that the recent conflagrations in
Haiti were "enough to make one shudder with the apprehension
of realizing similar calamities in this country.""4 This might
become Virginia's fate if the commonwealth failed to end slavery,
and the longer the commonwealth waited, the harder it would
Tucker noted that, at the time he wrote the
be to do so.'
Dissertation, about 300,000 slaves lived in the commonwealth,
but at current population growth rates, more than two million
slaves would be living in the commonwealth within a century. 4 2
The legislature had to act'soon; otherwise, he asked menacingly:
"Will not our posterity curse the days of their nativity with all the
anguish of Job? Will they not execrate the memory of those ancestors, who, having it in their power to avert evil, have, like their
first parents, entailed a curse upon all future generations?"'4 3
V. TUCKER'S PLAN
After thirty-five pages of history, law, philosophy, and social
analysis, Tucker finally turned to the issue at heart: how to end
slavery in Virginia. He proudly claimed that under his plan "the
abolition of slavery may be effected without the emancipationof a
single slave; without depriving any man of the property which he
possesses, and without defrauding a creditor who has trusted him
on the faith of that property."'44 This was all, in the narrowest
sense, true. The plan was elaborate, complicated, and confusing.
It was also so conservative in its nature that under it, slavery
would linger in Virginia for more than a century, as Tucker
estimated that it would be about 105 years before no slaves were
living in Virginia.'4 5 In fact, under Tucker's plan, slaves would
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.

Id. at 79.
Id. at 86.
See id.
Id. at 103.
Id.
Id. at 80.
Id. at 101 n.22.
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have been found in Virginia for even longer. Moreover, even after
there were no more slaves in the commonwealth, a substantial
number of free blacks would have been indentured until age
twenty-eight or twenty-one. Thus, he grandly asserted that for
most of the period leading up to the final end to slavery in
Virginia, "two-thirds to three-fourths of the whole number of
blacks [in the state] will always be liable for service."146
Under Tucker's plan, all female children of slave women would
be born free, and thus their children would also be born free. 147
Male children of slave women, however, would remain slaves for
life. 4 Thus, for a significant period of time, almost all black men
in Virginia would be slaves, while an increasing percentage of
black females would be born free, subject to a twenty-eight year
indenture. 49 Any children born to these black females would be
born free, but they would be subject to indenture until age
twenty-one. 50 Thus, slavery would linger in Virginia for more
than a century, and bondage would continue after that.
To understand the implications of this plan, suppose that the
law went into effect on January 1, 1801. A female child of a slave
born on December 31, 1800 would be a slave for life. If she had a
son, that son would also be a slave for life. If she bore a son when
she was forty and he lived past age sixty-five, then there would be
at least some slaves in Virginia for more than the 105 years that
Tucker estimated. Indeed, under Tucker's plan, 120 years or more
might elapse before all the slaves in the commonwealth died.
Under Tucker's plan, the female children of slaves, while legally free, would be bound to serve the families that owned their
mothers for twenty-eight years.' 5' Any children they bore during
this period would be bound to serve until age twenty-one. 152 Thus,
at the beginning of the program, almost no change would occur in
the source of labor in Virginia or in the relationship between
slaves and masters.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

at 102 n.24.
at 89.

at 89-90.
at 89.
at 89-90.
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After they turned twenty-eight, the free-born females would be
free, and each would be given some money and some clothing to
begin their lives as completely free people.1 3 Tucker did not
suggest what would happen to these women at this point, but the
implications were clear. Without land, tools for a trade, or probably any education, these newly freed women would have no place
to go and no means of support. The men of their age cohort would
still be slaves for life. If these ex-slave females were married,
their husbands would almost certainly be slaves. Thus, the fully
emancipated women would be forced to remain with their former
masters, or the masters of their husbands, working for them, perhaps for no wages, but only for food, clothing, and the right to live
on their former masters' lands or the lands of the masters who
owned their husbands. This was certainly an improvement over
slavery because the master could not sell the children of free-born
women. Presumably, the master would also have no legal right to
punish these free black women physically, but they would nonetheless be vulnerable to coercion and exploitation. Uncooperative
free black females over the age of twenty-eight could be unceremoniously expelled from the land where they had been living and
forcibly separated from their husbands and other kinfolk.
Tucker was also concerned about the status of children born to
free black women. Under his proposal, the overseers of the poor
would hire out the children each year until they turned twentyone, unless they found work as house servants or "voluntarily
bound themselves to service for a year before the first day of
February annually."'5 4 He did not discuss whether this process of
binding the children of free blacks would end when the first generation of free black women died, or if it would continue with
their children. Tucker also failed to note that such a system
would prevent black children from obtaining an education or
learning a skilled profession. This was a recipe for creating a
permanent peasantry that Virginia's landowners could exploit
perpetually.

153. Specifically, Tucker suggested that free-born females should receive "twenty dollars
in money, two suits of clothes, suited to the season, a hat, a pair of shoes, and two blankets."
Id. at 89. He would have empowered the courts to enforce this rule. Id.
154. Id. at 90.
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More significantly, Tucker wanted to restrict the rights of free
blacks permanently. Under his plan, they would be prohibited
from voting, holding office, and, except under special circumstances, from serving in the militia or owning weapons.1" They
could not serve on a jury, be a witness against a white person,
serve in any capacity as a trustee or administrator, or even be
"capable of making any will or testament."" s Most importantly,
they could not own land or have any land held in trust for
them.15 7 In rural Virginia, where most slaves lived, this meant
that they could never establish themselves economically or socially.
In essence, Tucker proposed an end to slavery by turning freed
slaves into a class of landless peasants, free to marry each other,
but not whites or Indians, and with only limited control over their
children. Denied the rights to own land and transmit their property to the next generation through a will, they would be forced
into agricultural and domestic labor. As children, they would be
bound to service and thus unable to attend any school, assuming
that Virginia would even allow them to obtain a formal education.
Tucker wanted to end slavery but not deprive Virginia of its inexpensive labor. At the same time, he hoped to make Virginia a
white person's state in the long run. Although he was "opposed to
the banishment of Negroes," he did not want "to encourage their
future residence" in Virginia."' He hoped they would voluntarily
leave and thought that "[bly denying them the most valuable
privileges which civil government affords," they would choose to
leave the commonwealth.5 ' Until they left, however, slaveowners
would control their labor, at least until they turned twenty-one or
twenty-eight years of age. Tucker recognized the unfairness of his
proposal. He admitted that it was due to prejudice-both his own
and that of other Virginians."e Freedom for blacks, he believed,
would only be possible if the plan pandered to the prejudices of

155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

at 17-18.
at 91-92.
at 92.
at 92-93.

Id. at 92.
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the people of the commonwealth-prejudices that Tucker shared
with his fellow citizens.' 6 '
VI. THE FAILURE OF TUCKER'S VISION

Tucker hoped that the long, drawn out abolition process in
Virginia would lead to the end of the slavery system without
violence or much sacrifice by the master class. All existing masters would keep all of their existing slaves. The children of the
masters would inherit slaves and bonded free people. Only the
grandchildren, or even the great-grandchildren, of the master
class would be without slaves, and even they would have access to
easily exploited black peasants.
Tucker seemed to understand the dangers of a permanent
peasant class, and he hoped that the harsh conditions that his
plan would create would encourage the propertyless, voteless
blacks to leave the Old Dominion. 6 ' Writing before the new
American nation had expanded to the west and the south, he
suggested that freed blacks might migrate to "[t]he immense territory of Louisiana" or to the "two Floridas," then owned by
Spain." 3 Tucker acknowledged that it would be too expensive for
the commonwealth's government to move them out of Virginia,
but he never explained how the former slaves would obtain the
means to move themselves. Equally important, he did not even
consider who would replace the former slaves in Virginia's
tobacco and wheat fields if they did leave. Tucker had no viable
suggestions because he wanted a costless emancipation, one with
perpetual cheap labor and no blacks in the commonwealth.
Somewhat inconsistently, Tucker also thought that "[n]ature,
time, and sound policy must co-operate with each other" to eventually allow free blacks and whites to live together." Perhaps he
believed that in the long, slow process toward freedom from
slavery-but not the acquisition of full liberty-blacks would become accustomed to their status as landless, powerless peasants
and acquiesce to their new role. Why he thought that would be
161.
162.
163.
164.

Id.
Id. at 92-93.
Id. at 93 n.d.
Id. at 88.
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the case if blacks were oppressed in the ways that he set out in
his plan, however, is hard to imagine.
This proposal was simultaneously visionary, philanthropic,
racist, vicious, utterly impractical, internally inconsistent, and
hopelessly complex. It was much like its title would suggest to
modern ears-a dissertation and not a finished product. It was
the work of a struggling-although in Tucker's case, no longer
young-scholar trying to sort out ideas and theories.
Criticizing the Dissertation is easy because, although it was
extensively researched like a modern dissertation, it was not fully
thought through and could hardly be considered a program for
public policy. But, we should remember that Tucker did what no
other southerner did or dared to do: he offered a proposal to
end slavery in a southern slave state. It was a beginning. While
Jefferson feared slavery and slaves, telling Tucker that "if something is not done and soon done, we shall be the murderers of our
own children,"'65 he could never offer a solution to the problem.
Tucker had the strength of character to explore the problem at
least. He was a true academic intellectual who used his skills as a
thinker and writer in an attempt, however futile, to stimulate a
serious discussion about the problem of slavery in Virginia. In the
end, the Dissertation failed to stimulate much discussion. The
legislature all but ignored it, and Tucker himself did little to push
his proposal after republishing it in his edition of Blackstone's
Commentaries. In fact, in the same year that he reprinted the
Dissertation in his edition of Blackstone's Commentaries, Tucker
admitted that his proposal to end slavery was a "Utopian idea"
with little hope "that it [would] receive countenance."1 6
The Dissertation on Slavery failed, at least in part, because it
was too complicated and did not actually provide a coherent plan
to achieve Tucker's goals. Tucker correctly identified three problems with emancipation: the taking of property from masters, the
need for labor, and the status of free blacks in the society. The
proposal preserved property rights as much as possible. For in165. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to St. George Tucker, supranote 58.
166. Hamilton, supra note 18, at 543 (quoting ST. GEORGE TUCKER, REFLECTIONS ON THE
CESSION OF LOUISIANA TO THE UNITED STATES (1803), reprintedin ROBERT MORTON SCOTT, ST.
GEORGE TUCKER AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN CULTURE IN EARLY FEDERAL VIRGINIA,

1790-1824, at 279 (1991)).
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stance, masters not only kept all of the slaves that they currently
owned, but they would also own the next generation of male
slaves. They lost a future interest in slaves, but that interest was
in the distant future. The proposal also solved the problem of
labor by keeping blacks uneducated, impoverished, propertyless,
and in a condition of semiservitude. Black labor would no longer
be perpetually owned by the planter class, but for at least the
next half-century, almost all black men in Virginia would be
slaves, and their wives would be tied to the owners of their husbands. Only after the second generation of male children of
free women reached age twenty-one would there be a growing
population of free black families. That would not happen in any
significant way for about a half-century. Even then, the children
of these families could be bound out until age twenty-one.
Tucker could not come to terms with the problem of race. He
did not want free blacks in his society, but he needed their labor.
He did not want to expel them, but he did want them to leave.
He feared slaves, but his proposal would have created a growing
population of landless peasants who had no rights. Tucker looked
to Haiti and trembled at the thought of a slave revolt, but a
careful reading of his proposal might have led Virginians to look
to that other Francophone nation-France-and also tremble.
Tucker would have created a similar peasant class to the one that
revolted in France. With no land and no ability to raise even their
own children, free blacks would indeed become a threat to society.
Tucker's Dissertation was predicated on the assumption that
slavery was a danger to white society. He made a superb case for
this, but he failed to follow the logic of his own ideology and the
recent Revolution. A disfranchised and oppressed free black peasant class deprived of almost all rights and meaningful economic
opportunity would likely have been a greater threat to white
society than the slave population because at least whites could
constantly control the slaves. The free blacks would not be under
such control, but they would still have reasons to revolt. The
peasants would provide more expensive labor but would not
provide much greater safety. This arrangement would not even
reduce the white sense of arrogance that Tucker knew accompanied slavery. Whites ruling over black peasants would be
corrupted, just as they were when ruling over black slaves.
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Given all of these problems, the failure of Tucker's plan to garner support or generate debate is not surprising. The Assembly
ignored it, and both the commonwealth and Tucker moved on. In
Hudgins, Tucker refused to take the radical step of trying to end
slavery through judicial fiat, because such an action was contrary
to his plan. Tucker wanted only the most gradual end to slavery-one that would not threaten property, existing economic
relations, or social stability. Immediate emancipation was out of
the question for him. So too was private action. In 1812, Tucker
thwarted the attempt of his stepson, Charles Carter, to free his
own slaves, arguing that the slaves, once free, would be incapable
of taking care of themselves.' 6 7 A few years later, Thomas
Jefferson used similar arguments in his failed attempt to
persuade his neighbor, Edward Coles, not to free his slaves.'
Perhaps if Tucker's friend Jefferson, a fellow graduate of
William and Mary, had become involved in abolition, Tucker's
proposal, or some revision of it, might have had some traction in
Virginia. Jefferson, however, was less of a risk taker than Tucker,
at least when it came to issues of race and slavery. 6 ' Jefferson
was content to express his fears and do nothing. In the end, both
Tucker and Jefferson were correct in their predictions. Their
grandchildren would suffer "with all the anguish of Job" when
they became traitors to their own nation in 1861 in order to preserve their system of slavery.'
Jefferson, Tucker, and their
generation failed to deal with the commonwealth's greatest problem by failing to confront the reality that slavery was morally
wrong and incompatible with a free society. As such, they would

167. Id. at 551.
168. See, e.g., FINKELMAN, supra note 22, at 196; Ralph L. Ketcham, The Dictates of
Conscience: Edward Coles and Slavery, 36 VA. Q. REV. 46, 54 (1960); Letter from Thomas
Jefferson to Edward Coles (Aug. 25, 1814), in THE PORTABLE THOMAS JEFFERSON 544, 546
(Merrill D. Peterson ed., 1975). For Coles's negative response to Jefferson's pressure, see
Letter from Edward Coles to Thomas Jefferson (Sept. 26, 1814), in GOVERNOR EDWARD COLES
22-24 (Clarence Walworth Alvord ed., 1920).
169. Paul Finkelman & David Cobin, Introductionto 1 ST. GEORGE TUCKER, BLACKSTONE'S
COMMENTARIES: WITH NOTES OF REFERENCE, TO THE CONSTITUTION AND LAWS, OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES; AND OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, at
ix (St. George Tucker ed., Lawbook Exch. 1996) (1803).
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indeed become "the murderers of [their] own children" 7 ' in the
killing fields that stretched from Gettysburg to Vicksburg.

171. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to St. George Tucker, supra note 58.

